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Joint Managing Director,
Finance, Comml, IPC & lT,

, Hyderabad.

Respected Sir,

Sub: APSEB Engineers' Association - Representation on

Assistant Engineers' issues - Reg.
tl. ,1. tft rk

, The APSEB Engineers' Association has been representing the

following issues from time to time and is to be resolved immediately.

1)

Graduat€ Engineers:

Already sufficient number of times this issue is represented and

discussed; Therefore the following remedy is suggested.

o Keeping in view of the BP.Ms No: 354 with its provisions and invoking

the powers of the Board through regulation 25, Part-ll, it is requested

to aiter the date of regularisation of the converted Engineers to the

date of regularisation of the Direct Recruited Graduate Engineer.

Further the date of regutarisation of the ond time converted

Engineers shall alss be altered to maintain the equidistance with the

retatable Graduate Assistant engineer batches. In a similar case, the

judgments of the APEX court are mentioned below for takip further

necessary action in the matter. 
$
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The appointment of Direct recruitee can be delayed but the inter-se-seniority

among djrect recruitee and promotee is to done as per rota-quota rule only, vide

judgment of supreme court of india in CIVIL APPEAL Nos. 7514-75t5 OF 2005, N'R'

Parmar & Ors Vs Union of India.

o Further, APSEBEA herewith submit a precedence to the present case where

undue benefit is extended to the persons in violation of article 14 of

Constitution of lndia, the Government of Odisha (Orissa) had brought

legislature to rectify the irregularity that is illegal is upheld by Supreme Court

of India in Writ Petition (civil) 611 of 1992 Appeal (civil) 79L of 1993, Prafulla

Kumar Das and Ors VS State of Orissa.

Therefore, in order to fix inter-se-seniority between direct recruit AEs, who were

recruite'd on cdntract basis and subsequently regularized and AEs appointed-by transfer

basis, who were unduly benefitted due to the exploiting of the loop holes in the system, it

is requested to validate B.P.Ms.No.354,dt.L2-L2-L994 and its clarification dtd.23-09-2009

in line with article t4 of Constitution of India by issuing legislature ordinance to regularize

direct recruitee AEs from the date of inception as regular AE in order to rectify the malady.

a lt is to furthel. submit that, the BP Ms No :354 was introduced when there were few

Engineering colleges in the State and very less Graduate Engineers were available.

But now the situation has changed completely. Every year lakhs of Engineering

Graduates are coming out and appearing for the tests for employment. They are

forced to go for low paid jobs. Thus the Power Utilities have no dearth of talented

man-power available in the market. However, the in-house employees may be given

weightage marks in lieu of the service rendered and that they shall also attend the

recruitment test. Now, all employees, be it technical, non-technical, O&M are

getting converted as AEs without appearing for any test. Thus the BP.MsNo:354 h"as

lost relevance now in the prevailing circumstances and may be *qancelled
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immediately.
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3) In all the cases of appointment by transfer / conversion made s9 far, the utilities are

requested the verify the bonafides of the certificates, NOC, leave particulars, examination

schedules, UGC, DEC and AICTE approvals for all such of those candidates to whom it is not

done sofar, who are given this benefit.

Thanking you and assuring our cooperation at all times.

Yours faithfully,

M.VEDAVYASA RAO

Secretary Geneiral
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